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Building complex time tracking solution to help boost
productivity of IT professionals.
Timble is a hub for project management platforms to help IT professionals
run their projects easily and efficiently. With complex solutions for project
managers and developers, we helped Timble move from an idea to
a product and enter the global market.
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CLIENT CHALLENGE
More than half of IT projects either fail or end up over budget - mostly due to
ineffective work scheduling and reporting. Modern teams use a lot of Project
Management tools to manage their workload, information gets scattered and it
becomes impossible to track project progress. Team Timble came up with an
idea to create an app that will synchronize with popular PM tools to allow
real-time project overview and take the hassle out of time tracking and reporting.
SOLUTION
Together with Timble, we built a set of time tracking apps for web, mobile and
desktop that all integrate with popular project management software. Thanks to
our original technology – tasks and projects synchronize in both directions. We
made sure that all important information is accessible from one place and always
up to date so that teams can quickly plan their work and remain focused on the
key objectives of the day. To facilitate project management even further, we
created a dashboard for project managers to visualize their team’s work in realtime, allowing them to stay informed and react quicker.
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RESULTS
Since its release, Timble’s popularity is still growing, with more than 10 new
subscribers a day. Easy implementation and user-friendly interface transformed
the face of time tracking. Timble helped to increase productivity and reduce
distractions for teams all around the world, especially in Poland, Germany, and
the USA. Project managers loved Timble for its informative dashboard that helps
them stay up to date with their teams’ actions. What’s more, thanks to clear
graphs and timetables – project duration and costs are always at hand, which
saves time on reporting. Inwedo helped Timble change their startup idea into a
real product, and we continue our support in adjusting and the product as it
constantly grows.
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ABOUT US
Creating innovative IT solutions has been our specialty since 2013. Our priority was always to build products
that matter – that’s why we focused on developing dedicated software to optimize business processes. In the
years 2013 - 2017 we have worked on 170 projects and created great solutions for our Clients from Poland,
Sweden, Denmark, Germany, Italy, and USA.
We have worked for international companies from around the world including Microsoft Poland, Go Sport,
Decathlon, Orange, Infospread Euro AB, Bata Shoes Poland, Bosch Poland (BSH), Makolab S.A., WYG
Consulting and WYG International, Grupa Żywiec, Music and More.
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